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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Why we do what we do

We have an aggressive growth strategy planned for the next 24-months
SA & UK PROPERTIES

From our humble South African beginnings to the growth of our international 
footprint and portfolio in South Africa and the UK

PROVIDENCE’S FUTURE OUTLOOK

HUMBLE BEGINNINGS

Sustainable and accelerated independent hotel growth through mutually benefi cial 
partnerships 

CONTENTS

CONTACT US
www.providencehospitality.co.za

OUR VALUES
The foundations to our decision making and why our business has been so successful

Servicing our individual clients specifi c needs and requirements

Adding sustainable value is the key to developing growth

OUR SERVICES

MISSION & VISION
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Providence Hospitality is an innovative independent hotel 
management company specializing in bespoke hotel offerings 
with a focus on full-service hospitality management and strategic 
hospitality advisory.

Our unique approach to individualized hospitality management and our commitment to the bespoke 
brand building and identity process delivers quality value and returns to our partners. We drive property 
specific revenue optimization strategies which are tailored to each individual business and its specific 
markets dynamic. 

We do not believe that “one size fits all” and we are constantly evaluating our current hotel specific merits 
and challenges to ensure the development and follow through of the best possible business model. 
Our agility within the hospitality space has allowed us to stay relevant and on trend with appropriate 
technologies as we constantly evolve and develop our hotel revenue optimization processes to benefit 
each individual property.

SOUTH AFRICA

UNITED KINGDOM

We aspire to drive investor and 

owner returns  by creating 

sustainable value.

We actively contribute to our local 

communities both economically 

and socially.

We strive to be the top-quality 

hospitality service provider of 

choice.

We believe in challenging the 

expected hospitality status quo.

OUR WHY

We deliver bespoke, innovative 

and ethical hotel advisory, and  

consulting service.

We fulfill a owner’s role of a full 

hotel management company, 

without taking ownership.

We constantly innovate, exploring 

dynamic new hotel trends.

Bespoke business model tailored 

to each property, property owner 

and/or property buyer’s needs.

OUR HOW

We amplify and celebrate your 

brands individuality.

Operational management and 

performance optimization. 

Financial management and 

budget & forecast optimization.

PR, communications strategy & 

social media management.

Website and online offering 

development & enhancement.

Online revenue and dynamic 

distribution of sales & booking 

optimization.

Digital sales, marketing & 

advertising.

OUR WHAT
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HUMBLE BEGINNINGS
Providence Hospitality has its routes based fi rmly within the 
asset ownership and management space with its origins and 
ties to Fairtree Alternative Real Estate.

2018 12J (VCC) HOSPITALITY FUND LAUNCHED
Launch of the Fairtree Capital Hospitality Fund (12J Fund) to local investors. Benefi ting from local 
tax breaks to venture capital companies (VCC), the fund was launched as a fi rst of its kind, focused 
on alternative real estate hospitality property, qualifying for 12J investment criteria in South Africa. 

2013 FIRST HOTEL PURCHASED
Purchase of fi rst boutique hotel & guesthouse on the Garden Route, Western Cape, South Africa, by 
affi liate company Fairtree Hospitality, a division of Fairtree Alternative Real Estate. A niche operating 
offering was identifi ed within current hospitality environment and explored. 

2014 PROVIDENCE HOSPITALITY ESTABLISHED
With a strong brand and operational team recruited, and on the back of Fairtree Hospitality’s growth 
ambitions, Providence Hospitality was established as a bespoke full-service hotel management 
company to manage Fairtree’s independent hotels across the board.

2016 PROVIDENCE HOSPITALITY UK ESTABLISHED
After continuing acquisitions through 2014-2016, the decision was made to explore investment 
opportunities in the UK, due to a strong demand for offshore exposure by local investors. Providence 
Advisors serve as corporate advisors to various hotel acquisitions, and disposals.

2017 UK HOSPITALITY FUND LAUNCHED
Through the launch of the Fairtree Hospitality UK Fund l (1), the UK market was explored and 
validated through a substantial initial investment into 7 UK based hotels. Providence Hospitality 
advised throughout the process on the commercial viabilities of the assets and locations and 
assisted in establishing the UK operational teams for the expected future growth.

2019 MANDATED UK HOSPITALITY FUND LAUNCHED
After proving the investment case, Providence Hospitality Advisory, in collaboration with Fairtree 
Hospitality, launched UK Hospitality Fund (ll) 2, with all properties being managed by Providence 
Hospitality under their unique individual brands.

2020 ADVISORS TO UK HOTEL PORTFOLIO ACQUISITION
During 2019 and completing in mid-2020, the Providence Hospitality Advisory team serves as 
commercial advisors to Fairtree on a C.£300mn hotel portfolio acquisition. Responsibilities included 
portfolio commercial composition and physical inspections together with market feasibility analysis 
and operational due diligence.
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OUR SERVICES

ProvidenceHospitality

OUR VALUES
We believe in our core principals built on faith & trust. 
These are the values we base all our decisions on.

Servicing our individual clients specific needs and 
requirements.

Digital Sales and Marketing & Online Distribution  

Brand & Online Reputation Management  

Website, Social Media & Digital Content Optimization

Financial Structuring & Oversight with an Asset Ownership Mindset

Full & Comprehensive Operational Management and Oversight

Training & Development Plans 
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We value and respect our own personal families as well as the extended Providence 
family. We prioritise creating an environment where work and family are not in 
conflict as we truly believe it is a crucial element of productive and rewarding 
work. 

Our families

Our foundation is always one of integrity - doing the right thing in all circumstances. 
We live integrity by being authentic, honest & transparent, delivering on our 
commitments and being fair in all our dealings.

Integrity

We strive to excel in every aspect of our business and to approach every challenge 
with a determination to succeed. We believe that excellence is a mind-set and an 
attitude and should thus be reflected in all we do.

Pursuing excellence

We continually grow and refine our hospitality process to incorporate developments 
in the market, and new more efficient ways to express our hospitality views. At the 
same time, developing and growing our staff is key to achieving excellence. We 
empower high achievers, enabling them to realise their dreams.

Dedicated to growth

We build strong, honest and open relationships with our clients and within the 
Providence family. The outcome of real relationships is mutual trust and respect.

Real Relationships
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Become a leading global independent hospitality management company by tailoring our hospitality 
approach to the uniqueness of each new quality asset we operate.

Increase stakeholder value by empowering independent businesses to consistently generate positive 
and consistent growth and returns over time under our management. 

Successful revenue generation principles have allowed our systems to deliver superior results through 
optimizing online distribution channels and introducing effi cient cost saving fi nancial management, 
procurement strategies and staff expense controls to manage internal cost structures more effi ciently. 
Solutions vary with both on-site and off-site (cloud-based) options.   

“Our business revolves around innovation, entrepreneurialism and our approaches and systems are 
simple, uncluttered and they work!”

We drive asset right channel and platform management through our integrated systems into your hotel 
at the right time to ensure the maximum positive effect to your bottom line. 

Our service offerings cover all aspects of the ever-evolving boutique hotel and serviced apartment 
business model ranging from, but not limited to: -

Through collaboration between our various hospitality divisions we will, together with our owners, 
generate innovative new ways of adding sustainable value to any hospitality business. Our operational 
management structure is based on an owner-centric mentality and taking what we have learnt through 
owning our own hotel assets and implementing these measures to achieve (y)our goals.  

Providence Hospitality has fully operational support offi ces in South Africa as well as in the UK. 

Each support offi ce is responsible for its own operational territory while also complimenting each other’s 
ability to grow by driving cross marketing campaigns for source market awareness and future business 
development. 

OUR VISION IS TO...

OUR MISSION IS TO...

REVENUE OPTIMIZATION

OPERATIONAL MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE

BUILDING (Y)OUR BRAND
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Adaptation is key and it is very often that independent hotels remain stuck in their ways because of a lack 
of connectivity to what the rest of the hospitality world is doing. Being affi liated to an innovative company 
like Providence Hospitality will ensure that your business is always connected with what is trending within 
our space so that the correct enhancements and changes can be made to ensure future success and 
relevance. 

We dedicate a lot of our branding time and resources with this in mind and in also considering: 

The creation of relevance of the brand and its associations that will enhance the guest experience and 
deliver on their expectation.

Value driven operational business development by ensuring that each square meter within the hotel is 
being used to drive the maximum return on investment (ROI) to owners and return on experience (ROE) 
for guests.

Development of business and leisure circuits for both domestic and international guests. This drives 
individual brand growth as well as Providence Hospitality growth within the market, both are mutually 
benefi cial.

Being the future brand of choice within our market because we consistently deliver on our promises to 
both owners and guests.  
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PROVIDENCE’S FUTURE OUTLOOK
Evolution can only be achieved through 
sustainable growth with realistic market outlooks 
and expectations. All owners entering our quality 
portfolio are informed on the current and future 
expectations of the market at that specifi c point 
in time. 

“Hospitality is not rocket science, but there is a 
science to understanding it and we take pride in 
our ability to predict future growth opportunities 
and act on them accordingly.”

Over the next 24-months we expect to more 
than double our assets under management 
throughout South Africa and the UK. This 
accelerated growth needs to be sustainable 
and will only be achievable through continued 
delivery of superior results to our current partners 
and building on this knowledge and experience 
to attract exciting new independent hotels into 
our quality portfolio throughout our extensive 
network.

Vision is very often overlooked by independent 
hotels due to them being a “stand-alone-
island” in the vastness of the global hospitality 
ocean. Providence will help to identify and cast 
the required vision together with all business 
stakeholders and point the various business units 
in the right direct. This involves in-depth reviews 
of the current trading environment, market 
conditions and inter-hotel dynamics and full 
assessments of management and staff abilities 
and capabilities within the vision structure.

“The companies that enjoy enduring 

success have core values and a core 

purpose that remain fi xed, while their 

business strategies and practices endlessly 

adapt to a changing world.” – Jim Collins.
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adapt to a changing world.” – Jim Collins.

CONTACT
www.providencehospitality.co.za

Neil Hughes
Managing Director (SA)
neil@providencehospitality.co.za
+27 71 346 5519 
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